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“An urban African-American girl and her father buy plants,
potting soil, and a window box at the supermarket, ride the
bus to their apartment, and put together a colorful gift for the
child’s mother. Rhyming verse carries the brief story, while
wonderful, warm, full-color illustrations present scenes from
novel angles, and depict a loving family with a sense of
intimacy, sincerity, and joy.”—School Library Journal
When Amelia Bedelia helps out with the school Thanksgiving
play, she causes quite a scene. Let's all give thanks for
another funny new Amelia Bedelia story!
Dive into the ocean for a noisy, rhyming animal adventure in
this colourful read-aloud board book. Little ones will love
looking at the colourful pictures and joining in with all the
great sound words, as they discover lots of amazing sea
creatures. Including blue whales, sea turtles, jellyfish,
dolphins and more! Each page introduces a different animal,
with a short read-aloud rhyme. In a chunky board book,
perfect for little hands to hold! From the author of international
bestseller, Giraffes Can't Dance.
From bestselling Landmarks author Robert Macfarlane and
acclaimed artist and author Jackie Morris, a beautiful
collection of poems and illustrations to help readers
rediscover the magic of the natural world.
Incorporate writing instruction in your classroom as an
essential element of literacy development while implementing
best practices. Simplify the planning of writing instruction and
become familiar with the Common Core State Standards of
Writing.
Surround yourself in Everything Spring. Stunning
photography and detailed imagery capture the uplifting spirit
of our favorite season in this counterpart to the National
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Geographic bestseller A Tree for All Seasons. We think of
spring and we feel warmer, sunny days, we smell the
freshness of nature's flowers blooming again, and we picture
little chicks and furry bunnies. These adorable baby animals
are fun to look at and they represent the spirit of renewal and
life that is spring. Every young creature finally ventures
outside to play as the dreary days of winter fade away and
color surround us all. Spring is about being outdoors enjoying
all that our wonderful planet has to offer--it's about living life
to the fullest. In Jill Esbaum's beautifully photographed picture
book, young children can see, hear, and feel the warmth of
springtime by reading and learning all about chicks, bunnies,
and the other baby animals that come out to play in
springtime.
The final book in the New York Times bestselling trilogy,
following Touch the Earth and Heal the Earth. by Julian
Lennon, Grammy-nominated singer/songwriter, philanthropist,
photographer, and bestselling author. Jump aboard the White
Feather Flier, a magical plane that can go anywhere on
Earth! This time, Lennon’s book immerses children into an
interactive and unique journey where they can: Plant
milkweed gardens and soar with the butterflies. Build schools
where girls and boys will be safe to learn and follow their
dreams. Clean the oceans and beaches and help
endangered dolphins, turtles, and whales. Explore the planet,
meet new people, and help make the world a better place!
The Flier’s mission is to transport readers around the world,
to engage them in helping to save the environment, and to
teach one and all to love our planet. Just press a button
printed on the page and use your Imagination Power to make
the Flier glide through the air or transform into vehicles that
will help those in need. An inspiring, lyrical story, rooted in
Lennon's life and work, Love the Earth is filled with beautiful
illustrations that bring the faraway world closer to young
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children. The book includes words to a special poem written
by Julian Lennon, specifically for Love the Earth.
Mole can smell that spring is in the air, but Bear is still asleep
after his long winter nap! Excitedly he taps on the window and
knocks on the door-- he even tries playing a trumpet to wake
his friend so they can celebrate together. But Bear keeps
snoozing. But Mole is determined, so he milks and gathers
and bakes a special springtime surprise for his friend-- the
perfect way to wake up! A perfect read-aloud, full of simple
sound-words and lots of repetition, Spring is Here is ideal to
share with young readers to celebrate the changing of the
seasons. Cozy mixed-media illustrations of big, fuzzy, dozing
bear and his eager mole friend add detail and humor to the
tale. Don't miss the other Bear and Mole adventures-- First
Star, All For a Dime, Off We Go!, and Kite Day.

In this companion book to "Autumn: An Alphabet
Acrostic," the pleasures of spring, from April to
Zenith, are captured in twenty-six short poems. New
grass and daffodils, hopscotch and kite flying, kittens
under the porch and baby birds under the eaves are
the subjects of Steven Schnur's evocative verses
and Leslie Evans's luminous linoleum-cut
illustrations. When read vertically, each poem
reveals a playful acrostic, making every handsomely
designed page a double treat for the eye as well as a
joyous tribute to the season.
Introduces different kinds of poems, including
headline, letter, recipe, list, and monologue, and
provides exercises in writing poems based on both
memory and imagination.
From a gentle mountain pond to a raging waterfall or
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from a silent ocean mist to a sparkling rainbow,
dramatic text and paintings give water voice and
substance in this tribute to water in all its glorious
forms. Inspiring and informative, Water Dance is a
poetic introduction to one of nature’s most basic
elements. Scientific facts about water and its role in
our lives are included. “Thirteen lushly romantic oil
paintings, accompanied by spare, poetic text, offer
viewers a sensuous introduction to the water
cycle.”--The Bulletin
Practical suggestions to prepare over a dozen
literacy work stations that link to instruction and
make preparation and management easy for
teachers.
New friends and a mystery help Aven, thirteen,
adjust to middle school and life at a dying western
theme park in a new state, where her being born
armless presents many challenges.
A young girl with epilepsy is nervous about being the
new girl in school -- and worried about keeping her
condition a secret. Lexie is new to grade three and
she has a secret. She has epilepsy. Worried that
she'll be though of as different, she shyly avoids
class discussion and recess (where she fears she
will be teased for wearing a helmet). But hiding her
condition proves to be dangerous when she is
pressured into eating food that her treatment diet
doesn't allow, and must stay home for several days.
As time passes, Lexie gains confidence and makes
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friends among her classmates, even giving a
presentation about epilepsy to the entire class. One
dreaded day she actually has a seizure in the
schoolyard -- and learns that good friends can be
trusted to understand and accept who you are, and
even help out in times of trouble. Following her
previous novels, which includ How to Handle a Bully
and How to Tame a Bully, author Nancy Wilcox
Richards has written another wonderful story that
promotes empathy, respect, acceptace and kindness
among everyday elementary school children.
The First World War was one of the deadliest
conflicts in modern history and produced horrors
undreamed of by the young men who cheerfully
volunteered for a war that was supposed to be over
by Christmas. Whether in the patriotic enthusiasm of
Rupert Brooke, the disillusionment of Charles
Hamilton Sorley, or the bitter denunciations of
Siegfried Sassoon and Wilfred Owen, the war
produced an astonishing outpouring of powerful
poetry. Edited by author and editor Marcus Clapham,
the major poets are all represented in this beautiful
Macmillan Collector’s Library anthology, Poetry of
the First World War, alongside many others whose
voices are less well known, and their verse is
accompanied by contemporary motifs. Designed to
appeal to the booklover, the Macmillan Collector's
Library is a series of beautiful gift editions of much
loved classic titles. Macmillan Collector's Library are
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books to love and treasure.
you gasp as I roar, my mane exploding, sizzling— lion
of the sky! Haiku meet riddles in this wonderful
collection from Laura Purdie Salas. The poems
celebrate the seasons and describe everything from
an earthworm to a baseball to an apple to snow
angels, alongside full-color illustrations.
Building on the cyclical nature of learning, this lively
handbook describes open-ended play ideas to inspire
children in their writing. Children learn the skills needed for
writing and reading on a continuum, over time and at different
ages. Teachers, caregivers, and parents will find 150
activities to stimulate the minds of budding wordsmiths.
Welcome Comfort, a lonely foster child, is assured by his
friend, the school custodian, that there is a Santa Claus, but
he does not discover the truth until one wondrous and
surprising Christmas Eve. Reprint.
An introduction to poetry that uses humorous poems,
illustrations, and annotations to clarify terms and explain
different types of poems, such as macaronic verse, concrete
poems, and limericks.
The hit book about a willful young frog with a serious identity
crisis and his heard-it-all-before father is now available in
paperback! Perfect for fans of Mo Willems's Don't Let the
Pigeon Drive the Bus! and Jon Klassen's I Want My Hat
Back! Frog wants to be anything but a slimy, wet frog. A cat,
perhaps. Or a rabbit. An owl? But when a hungry wolf
arrives--a wolf who HATES eating frogs--our hero decides
that being himself isn't so bad after all. In this very silly story
with a sly message, told in hilarious dialogue between a feisty
young frog and his heard-it-all-before father, young readers
will identify with little Frog's desire to be something different,
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while laughing along at his stubborn yet endearing schemes
to prove himself right. And look for the hilarious sequels--I
Don't Want to Be Big, There's Nothing to Do!, and I Don't
Want to Go to Sleep. ? "First-time author Petty's dialogue
between a frog father and his son makes its point about
accepting one's nature with a big grin. . . . The story might
create similar gratitude in the minds of readers--or it might
just make them giggle."--Publishers Weekly, STARRED
REVIEW "A lively look at self-acceptance."--Kirkus "This
amusing story ends with a laugh and a much more content
frog."--School Library Journal "Silliness and deadpan humor
combine into a hopping good story of being happy with who
you are."--Booklist "A paean to self-acceptance wrapped in
snappy dialogue and illustrated with richly colored comic
paintings."--Wall Street Journal "Petty and Boldt provide just
enough predictability to hook youngest readers, then deliver a
delightful twist or two to create surprise and satisfaction--for
both the green hero and the many fans he'll make with this
book."--Shelf Awareness "This lighthearted exploration of
identity will delight as a readaloud."--The Bulletin of the
Center for Children's Books
Eighth-grader Molly's ability to throw a knuckleball earns her
a spot on the baseball team, which not only helps her feel
connected to her recently deceased father, who loved
baseball, but also helps in other aspects of her life.
From Newbery Medal-winning author Betsy Byars comes a
sweet, entertaining story that will touch the heart of dog
lovers at any age. A tornado appears in the distance, and the
family quickly gathers into the storm cellar. The storm rages
outside, but Pete, the farmhand, knows this is the perfect time
to tell his stories about a dog named Tornado. Blown into
their lives by a twister when Pete was a boy, Tornado was no
ordinary dog—he played card tricks, saved a turtle’s life, and
had a rivalry with the family cat. Forgetting their fear, the
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family hangs on every word of Pete’s stories—both happy and
sad—of this remarkable dog.
Presents twenty-one often-humorous poems about such
topics as a classroom zoo, books, and scarecrows.
A simple introduction to life processes told through sequence
and change. Carefully constructed text checked by
professional consultants. Teachers notes and activities.

William Shakespeare's 154 Shakespeare Sonnets. Are
you looking for one of the best books of all time to read?
Then you've come to the right spot! 154 Shakespeare
Sonnets by William Shakespeare contains all 154 of
William Shakespeare's famous sonnet. Don't miss out on
this great classic - read all 154 Shakespeare Sonnets by
William Shakespeare today!
Peace is making new friends.Peace is helping your
neighbor. Peace is a growing a garden. Peace is being
who you are. The Peace Book delivers positive and
hopeful messages of peace in an accessible, childfriendly format featuring Todd Parr's trademark bold,
bright colors and silly scenes. Perfect for the youngest
readers, this book delivers a timely and timeless
message about the importance of friendship, caring, and
acceptance.
Cool air And lots of water May be Enough to make him
Laugh and sing! This fun and modern twist on an old
poetry form, acrostics, will make you laugh and smile
from page one! Here you can plunge into mud with a pig,
enjoy Christmas with a fox, and talk sense to a silly
worm. With a delightful splash of colorful collage on each
page, every animal is captured in a lyrical vision
highlighting the uncommon in the seeming common,
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quietly awaiting your discovery. This poetry collection
can’t help but trigger any young reader, teen or adult
imagination!
A colouring book with fun animal poems for children.
A unique blend of age-appropriate tracing and writing
activities are combined with puzzles to make learning fun
while helping kindergarteners build alphabet and
handwriting skills and develop lifelong learning
confidence. Identifying letters and learning to write letters
and words are important steps toward reading readiness,
and Highlights (TM) infuses Fun with a Purpose® into
these essential learning activities. With vibrant art and
engaging prompts, Writing exposes kindergarteners to
letters and words through tracing and writing practice
and the fun of puzzles and other activities, including
Hidden Pictures® puzzles and mazes.
An injured goose rescued by Babushka, having broken
the painted eggs intended for the Easter Festival in
Moscva, lays thirteen marvelously colored eggs to
replace them, then leaves behind one final miracle in egg
form before returning to her own kind.
A miscellaneous collection of pictures, chiefly of animals.
Hop into Easter with this sweet, seasonal picture book!

A tale in haiku of one adorable dog. Let’s find him a
home. Wandering through the neighborhood in the
early-morning hours, a stray pooch follows his nose
to a back-porch door. After a bath and some table
scraps from Mom, the dog meets three lovable kids.
It’s all wags and wiggles until Dad has to decide if
this stray pup can become the new family pet. Has
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Mooch finally found a home? Told entirely in haiku
by master storyteller Andrew Clements, this
delightful book is a clever fusion of poetry and puppy
dog.
The notorious Miss Swamp reappears at the Horace
B. Smedley School, this time to shape up the football
team and make them win at least one game.
"Children of any age will relish the raucous carrying
on at what has to be the most gloriously awful school
in the entire state of Texas".--The Horn Book.
A collection of poems on Easter themes by John
Ciardi, William Jay Smith, Joan Aiken, and other
authors, including poems translated from Russian
and German.
Through letters to his little sister, who is in a different
foster home, Lonnie, also known as "Locomotion,"
keeps a record of their lives while they are apart,
describing his own foster family, including his foster
brother who returns home after losing a leg in the
Iraq War.
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